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, Pal Domosi (Hungary, Debrecen,
Kosuuth Universi $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ ) – ( ) .
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P.Domosi .
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$\mathrm{y}\mathrm{n}*\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{n}\cdots \mathrm{y}\mathrm{l}$ 561
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P.Domosi , $-$ ( ) .
Maybe there exists the palindromic sum for every natural number.
iteration $+$ computer , H. $\mathrm{J}$ .J. te Ri ele ,
iterative theory of numbers $([].], [3])$ . R.Guy
([2]).
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. , 89 24 , 13
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879 978 196 .
reverse , ,
(kins-number ) .
, , 89 385, 196 778 .
978 788 .
4884 7 , 4668664 palindromic number .
palindromi. $\mathrm{c}$ , .
, 196 , reverse , 22000 ,
9136 , , palindromic number , .
1 10000 , palindromic number
.
$-arrow$ , 7 9008299 , 96 , 48.
palindromic number . , 9999999 96
palindromic number .
.
, P.Erdos $l1$ .Dubner
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, . $-$ , P.Erdos , R.Guy
memphis , , ,
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, . , P.Erdos
$\mathrm{J}$ .Se] $\mathrm{f}$ ridge , , palindromic
P.Erdos .
$\mathrm{J}$ .Selfri. dge , ,
. , C.Caldwell ,
, , . 200 , $?_{\angle}.95$
, , 10110 palindromic
(Roland Sprague) , , 196
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. , pal indromic 196 . ,
, , palindromic .
1) 10 (1) $=$ 11 , , 34 ,
, 8 $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\perp \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}$ number , 9
678736545637876
, 1000 , palindromic , .
2) 19(2) $=$ $121$ , 4 palindromic
8813200023188
, 1000 , palindromic .
3) 59 (3) $=$ $111$ , 6 ’59 (12) $=$ 3654563 , 1000
, pali ndromic .
4) 69 (4) $=4884$ , 3 69 (26) $=$ 47337877873374 , 1000
, .
5) 79 (6) $=44044$ , $\backslash \mathrm{J}$ , 79 (30) $=$ $10(_{\backslash }34)$ , 1) (7) .
6) 89 (24) $=$ $19(27)$ . 2) .
, Domosi .
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( 2)
$\gamma \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}ffl\overline{\mathrm{g}}_{\mathrm{n}}’ \mathrm{a}_{\text{ }^{}0}\mathrm{U}00,$ $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{A}00\mathrm{o}_{\sim}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}9,$
(
$\mathrm{J}9\mathrm{r}89.’ 97^{9}\bm{\mathrm{E}}9\mathit{0}_{32}(\mathrm{U}\mathrm{B})\vec{\frac{\wedge}{\mathrm{n}}}\mathrm{f}^{\text{ } }$
343 30
NEC $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{C}982\mathrm{l}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{a}$ ( $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}90\mathrm{N}\mathrm{H}\mathrm{z},$ $n-y\cdot$ \iota 23, $6\mathrm{M}\mathrm{B}$ )
42
9008299 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9018199 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9028099 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9108289 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9118189 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9128089 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9208279 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9218179 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9228079 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9308269 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9318169 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9328069 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9408259 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9418159 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9428059 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9508249 $55.545877408372667458086226808\dot{54}\overline{7}66\prime 27380477854555$ 96 48
9518149 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9528049 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9608239 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9618139 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9628039 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9708229 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9718129 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9728029 $55545877408372667458086226808547662738047785\dot{4}555$ 96 48
9808219 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9818119 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9828019 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9908209 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9918109 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
9928009 555458774083726674580862268085476627380477854555 96 48
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